
PROBLEM
EOD technicians do not have a tool specifically designed to cut wires remotely 
while performing Render Safe Procedure’s (RSP) on Improvised Explosive 
Devices (IED’s) during dismounted operations.  Current tools used are designed 
for cutting seat belts and other straps and have to be modified with tape or wire 
for EOD use.  These cutters require two hands to emplace, have a tendency 
to slip off of wires, which results in more trips down range and unneeded 
time on target.  Many of these cutters use special blades that are not easily 
acquired, and are difficult to change in the field.  Other available cutters do not 
have replaceable blades and need to be sharpened when they become dull which 
requires additional tools.

SOLUTION         
Combining sharp cutting blades with a traditional carabiner, the CUTABINER® 
(Trademark Pending) is a unique, quickly deployable, remote cutting tool. The 
CUTABINER® augments your existing Hook & Line rigging gear and provides an 
infield ability to remotely cut rope, wires, tripwires, detonation cord and other 
items while conducting Render Safe Procedures (RSP). This small, lightweight, 
cutter uses inexpensive and easily replaced blades to ensure top cutting capability 
at all times.

The CUTABINER® has a loaded spring gate that allows the tool to be placed using 
one hand and ensures the wire is locked in and will not fall off. It is designed to 
be used with a pull line without the potential for the cutting tool to turn around 
and cut the pull line.   The CUTABINER® is also robot deployable for when you 
need to cut something but do not want to put your robot at risk.  Constructed 
from aircraft grade aluminum and anodized black, the CUTABINER® is solidly 
built and affordably priced.

CUTABINER® EOD/IEDD Cutting Tool

Technical Specifications
3 3/8” H x 1.6” W x ¼” Thick

Includes:
1 - CUTABINER®

1 - Box (10 Pack) Mini Utility 
     Replacement Blades

1 - CUTABINER® Safety Block 
     blade protector

NSN: 5110-20-008-1898

How it Works

1.The CUTABINER® is placed over the item to be cut

CUTABINER® being attached to rope to be cut

2. A pull line is attached to the CUTABINER®. 
Spring gate locks cutter onto rope.

Pull line attached to CUTABINER®

3. The item can be cut from a distance

Pull line safely pulls CUTABINER® and cuts rope remotely
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